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NitrogenNitrogen
#007     .

I’m afraid to answer the phone today.
Ever since he called me before
to tell me he has AIDS,
I’ve been afraid to answer my phone
to hear that his condition
has turned for the worse
or that he just died.
His t-cell count has been at zero
for over 2 months now.
He lost his job.
The last word was that he was waiting
for the chance for entrance into a study
where he may get a new set of medications.

And waiting is something he cannot do.

So I’ve looked at homeopathic options,
but I sound like his mother
telling him to eat fresh fruits and veggies.
Don’t eat raw seafood, or raw eggs.
Cook your meat until it is well done
to get the protein you so desperately need.

And I’ve looked at the chemical compounds
in the drugs that are all too expensive,
and I was surprised to see
how many times I saw Nitrogen
listed in these drug compounds.
Nitrogen. I’ve only heard of it
as liquid nitrogen for super-cooling.
Dip a rose in liquid nitrogen
And drop it, so it shatters.
I’ve even heard of nitrogen capsule
“widgets” to carbonate stouts,
or that it’s mixed with oxygen
to make laughing gas.
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Maybe I need nitrous oxide,
because yesterday was the first day
I hadn’t cried.
I might have been fine for a half hour,
and then something would trigger it in my mind.
I thought maybe I’m getting used to the news,
but I just cried again.

On the phone, you said 
you can’t let the thought of death kill you.
And I was trying so hard
To not just start sobbing on the phone.

You see, this is why
I’m afraid to answer the phone now.

You were on the phone with me
saying that you just have to
get used to the fact
that you’re not going to grow old,
or have a family.
You said that some people
feel like they are on death’s door
with a T-cell count of four hundred,
and some people can run marathons
with a T-cell count of zero.
On the phone,
you first told me yours was at eighty, 
and you felt fine.
A little run-down,
but that was to be expected.
Then it dropped lower.
And now I am afraid to answer my phone,
to hear the next round of news.
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So now I sit here and read
about antiretroviral drugs
you may or may not be able to take.
Protease inhibitors. Integrase inhibitors.
And I look at the chemical compounds
of all these drugs, with hydrogen
carbon, oxygen, occasionally
fluorine or sulfur,
And the surprisingly ever-present nitrogen.
I stare at these compounds,
wish I could put the elements
together myself
and give you what you need.
Why did I have to learn
about compounds in chemistry class
if I couldn’t make these compounds
to help you live.
Because now I just sit here and read,
and fear my telephone ringing.
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SeleniumSelenium
#034

I have wanted all of them dead.
There’s no one else I can say this to,
but I have had this overwhelming desire
for I don’t know how long
to see them all suffer exorbitant pain
as they all suffer to their last breath.

I’ve been researching ways
to extract my vengeance
and commit my final solution.
It has to be something scientific,
something methodical, something so
complicated and convoluted
that no one would ever suspect me.

There’s no way I can get used uranium rods
from the nuclear power plant
I saw on my last road trip.
There’s no way I’d get into Fermi Lab nearby,
where they discovered the radioactive plutonium
to get trace amounts of neptunium or plutonium,
because spent or not, trace amounts
of these radioactive elements could still be
injected into their food,
slipped into their hair spray,
shot into their shampoo,
and they’d never know what hit them.
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So after I scoured the radioactive elements
in the periodic table
that are used in nuclear weaponry,
I glanced back toward the top of the table
and saw Selenium.
Wait a minute,
I remember an episode of CSI
where the actress who was a character on Melrose Place
and was one of the women in Desperate Housewives
conspired with anther woman,
where one of them would marry a rich man,
and would poison him with Selenium
until they died,
leaving the one with a hefty sum of money
to share with her female conspirator.

Okay, time for some research...
Selenium, when discovered, they noted
the similarity of Selenium to the previously-known
tellurium (named for the Earth), which is why
it was named from Greek mythology Selene,
an archaic lunar deity.
Although Selenium is used today
primarily in glassmaking and in pigments,
it is also a semiconductor, with
Selenium’s unusual ability to conducting electricity.
But the light went off when I read
that Selenium salts are toxic in large amounts, but
(here’s the key) trace amounts are necessary
in all animals... This reminded me
of that CSI episode, where that red-headed actress
worked with horses, which justified their need
for Selenium in their lives.
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Because although Selenium is an essential trace element,
excess amounts can be toxic —
more than four hundred micrograms per day
can lead to selenosis.
Acute oral exposure to Selenium
can lead to pulmonary edema and lung lesions;
cardiovascular effects like tachycardia;
gastrointestinal effects like nausea, 
vomiting, diarrhea, and don’t forget
the severe abdominal pain...
Selenium ingestion can lead to cirrhosis of the liver
and will cause aches, irritability, chills, and tremors.

You know, this element is really starting to look
like the way to go for me.

Add it to their pizzas and garlic bread
(since it leaves a garlic odor on the breath),
and no one’s the wiser.
And the things is, Selenium
has an oxidant mode of action
similar to that of arsenic, which, as I said,
is exactly what I’m looking for.

Selenium poisoning of water systems
has occurred in the past, possibly resulting
whenever new agricultural runoff courses started,
so it could be easy in get it into their drinks as well.
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So, now the question for me
is how to get it, to place it
into their food supply.
I know some is needed,
and people who have a Selenium deficiency,
especially for patients with cancer or AIDS.
And if it is needed for animals
(I even read a case where animals were given
the wrong injection levels of Selenium,
causing mass horse deaths in a polo tournament),
a quick Google search
for purchasing Selenium
will lead to many sites
with “no prescription needed”
to get exactly what I’m looking for.
The last step is getting it
without having it trace back to my name,
because once I have it,
I can get it into their food and drink
with no problem.
Because as I said,
my overwhelming desire
for I don’t know how long
to see them all suffer exorbitant
and inextricable pain
as they all suffer to their last breath
may finally have that last key,
because Selenium can make
everything come together,
and no one will be the wiser.
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ArgonArgon
#018

Argonne National Laboratory (the first U.S. science
and engineering research national laboratory).
was started because Enrico Fermi’s Manhattan Project 
was to create the world’s first self-sustaining nuclear reaction.
They constructed “Chicago Pile-1”, which achieved criticality
(a sustained nuclear fission reaction) December second
nineteen forty two, under the University of Chicago’s
Stagg football field stands. But since this experiment
was too dangerous to conduct in a major city,
it was moved to a spot nearby in Palos Hills,
and named “Argonne” after the surrounding forest.

You know, when I was trying to learn
about the element Argon,
I was really hoping that Argonne Lab,
so close to where I grew up,
would have something to do with Argon
(and not a nearby forest preserve)…

Now, the element Argon got its name
from the Greek word meaning “lazy”,
but that’s because Argon atomically is stable
and resistant to bonding with other elements.
And because Argon has about the same solubility
in water as oxygen, Argon often displaces oxygen
and moisture-containing air in packaging materials,
to extend the shelf-lives of the contents.
You know, other noble gas elements
would probably work as well as Argon for this,
but Argon is the cheapest
(so I guess the cheap one wins).
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Since Argon is colorless, odorless, and —
this is the important one —
does not satisfy the body’s need for oxygen,
Argon is therefore an asphyxiant.
And since it’s hard to detect,
it’s highly dangerous in closed areas.

But on the plus side,
liquefied Argon is used in cryoablation
to actually destroy cancer cells
with Argon plasma beam electrosurgery.

And the thing is, Argon can also be used
to create incandescent lights
looking like blue neon
(and you can just add a little mercury
to make the light more electric blue).

I wonder if that blue light Argon can emit
looks anything like what we see in the night sky,
because the one tidbit about Argon that really got to me
was that Argon is used (primarily in liquid form)
as the target for direct Dark Matter searches.
The interaction of a hypothetical WIMP
(a “weakly interacting massive particle”)
with the Argon nucleus produces scintillation light,
and Argon gas can detect the ionized electrons
made during the WIMP-nucleus scattering.

#
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Okay, okay, when I was playing cards once,
we decided to place bets
on what the winner of each hand would get.
Since we didn’t have any money
and we on an astronomy kick,
the first winning hand won the Moon,
then the Earth, then more of the planets,
then the Asteroid belt, the Kuiper Belt,
the Ort Cloud, the Solar System,
then the Milky Way Galaxy.
We may have even bet on the Andromeda Galaxy,
or constellations like Orion
(even though the stars and the nebula
in the constellation are nowhere
near each other in the Universe)...
Then my opponent suggested
the winner of the next hand
would have dominion over Dark Matter.
Alright, they won that hand, but the winner
of the next and final hand won the Universe,
and since I won that hand, I wanted to say
that I therefore ruled over the Dark Matter as well...

Now, you can’t see Dark Matter directly;
scientists believe that this hypothetical Dark Matter,
which neither emits nor absorbs light or radiation,
can take up to eighty-four percent
of all of the matter in the Universe.
Since Dark Matter can’t be seen,
scientists can only infer the existence
of Dark Matter by its gravitational effects
on other matter in the Universe.
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And they assume the corresponding particle
in Cold Dark Matter
is a weakly interacting massive particle.
A WIMP.

Now, this is all hypothetical,
But think about it:
if the Dark Matter within our galaxy
is made of WIMPs, then thousands of WIMPs
pass through every square centimeter
of the Earth
each second.

Kind of cool.

And if Argon is used to help detect
these hypothetical WIMPs,
that’s kind of cool too…
Because this stable noble gas
might be difficult for people
trying to breathe in confined spaces
when Argon can easily displace oxygen,
but Argon can help remove cancer
from our bodies,
can light the way,
and may even help us learn more
about some of those undiscovered details
in the Universe too.
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